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For more than thirty years, aerial photographer Alex S. MacLean has portrayed the history and evolution of
the American land, from great desert spaces to agricultural patterns to city grids. A trained architect who is
closely involved in landscape heritage protection issues, MacLean has set out to create a series of pictures
that record the universal history of town and countryside, and raise the issue of the landscape's future.

Here he turns his camera on the colorful, exhilarating patterns created by Americans at play, and the lasting
marks they leave behind. From the beauty of perfectly symmetric sports stadiums to the spaghetti-like
tangles of theme parks to picnickers on a stretch of splendid beach, he illuminates how we inhabit the land
and the potential for modern planning to create spectacular environments. 80 color illustrations.
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From reader reviews:

Megan Fairbanks:

Here thing why that The Playbook are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all examining a book is
good but it really depends in the content of the usb ports which is the content is as scrumptious as food or
not. The Playbook giving you information deeper including different ways, you can find any e-book out
there but there is no guide that similar with The Playbook. It gives you thrill examining journey, its open up
your eyes about the thing in which happened in the world which is might be can be happened around you. It
is possible to bring everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your means home by train. If you are
having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of The Playbook in e-book can be your
choice.

James Boyett:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also become a life style. This
reading practice give you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge the particular
information inside the book in which improve your knowledge and information. The information you get
based on what kind of guide you read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with knowledge books but
if you want sense happy read one along with theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Typically
the The Playbook is kind of guide which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Mildred Ralph:

The publication with title The Playbook includes a lot of information that you can understand it. You can get
a lot of help after read this book. This kind of book exist new expertise the information that exist in this
reserve represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to learn how the
improvement of the world. This specific book will bring you inside new era of the syndication. You can read
the e-book on the smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Glenn Stops:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to choose book like
comic, limited story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not striving The Playbook that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can
be said as the method for people to know world a great deal better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be mentioned constantly that reading practice only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to
become success person. So , for every you who want to start studying as your good habit, you are able to
pick The Playbook become your starter.
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